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Valentine’s Day Edition
Hovercraft
/By Desirae Frasier/

Mr.Iddings, a science teacher at Hamilton, is a hands-on guy. So he and three
students (Aiden Mcmullen, Gabrielle Gallaway, and Jerry Manns) decided to make a
hovercraft, with Mr. Iddings supervising. The project took 9 weeks of work. Along the
way, the students learned about gas pressure, air movement, and learned how to
perform some small-scale testing before completing the final product. Designing and
making mini models, figuring out materials, and working with various dimensions also presented challenges for the team.

(From left to right) Aiden McMullen, Gabby Gallaway, and Jerry Manns working on the hovercraft

Marine Beat

/By Caleb Creager/

From the Office
Mr. Cassel and Mr. Piatt are ready for Covid to go away
but they both want students to stay masked up, stay
home if sick, and remember to wash hands frequently.

Academic Bowl
Academic Bowl sign up has finished and if you signed up
for some competitions, be sure to talk to your coaches
about when you will be practicing.

Spring Sports
If you are interested in track, baseball, softball, or boy’s
golf sign up in the office.

From the Science Room
Hamilton science students will take on the NASA icebreaker challenge, which asks participants to create a machine capable of obtaining an ice sample while surviving
the rocky formations of the Moon’s south pole.As part of
its ongoing Mars missions, NASA hopes to build a
“refueling station” on the moon, which will dispense fuel
derived from the meltwater of the ice collected.
In the 2021-22 school year, students will follow up with
the NASA Lunar Rover Challenge. The project team will
create a rover that can transport two astronauts using
their own power and it should be able to transport the
icebreaker machine being created this year.
With the compleation of their hovercraft project, advanced physics students (Gabby Galloway, Jerry Manns,
and Aiden McMullen) plan to create a solar powered and
gas powered go kart that will shine nice and bright with
some LEDs around a race car bed frame.

There were ups and downs during this project of course (as with all projects),
as Mr. Iddings said “I’m a hands on guy so that was a struggle [to resist helping too
much]” but he helped when needed. Before making the final skirt, they had made a
prototype skirt, which punctured itself and leaked air, so for the final skirt they used
thicker material. Lesson learned. They also changed how to get on the hovercraft.
Another challenge was the lack of power from the fan. “We never fixed it, instead we
just dealt with the low speed,” McMullen stated. “The air cushion also ripped in an
area which we had to balance it out,” said Gallaway. “The fan to direct ourselves
manually was a challenge repeatedly replacing it with another, to find it was put on
wrong,” she explained.
To make your own hovercraft you’ll need basic shop supplies, such as plywood, a tarp, gorilla tape, and one or two leaf blowers. The basic design would be
the same, but you can make the deck different shapes. McMullen recommends following an online guide https://sciencebob.com/build-a-hovercraft-you-can-ride/ .
He also said “If you plan on making one similar to ours you will most likely need to
use a gas powered propulsion fan in order to gain enough speed.” Gallaway argeed
that the website is a good guide by saying, “I would use the website Aiden mentioned, because most of the stuff we used weren’t easily found at home.”
Mr.Iddings found it “fun and frustrating” to work on the hovercraft. McMullen said “ I can’t speak for the other two in the class but it was pretty fun and it was
definitely more fun than doing regular classwork.” Gallaway said the project “was fun
to build and especially experiment with. Testing was my favorite part as we fixed
every little problem with a few tweaks.”
Their goal for the hovercraft was to prove the principles of Physics that they
are studying. Of course, they also just wanted to ride a hovercraft-- who wouldn’t!
They worked out most of the steering and stopping reliably, steering by directing the
airflow with a rudder system, for example. As for future projects, Gallaway told us,
“The project inspired another craft we are going to do in Physics using electricity, and
possibly solar energy, but I’ll leave that little surprise for the future.” Mr.Iddings filled
us in, but readers will just have to wait and see. “I can’t wait to see how their next
project turns out,” he says, “I wonder what kind of challenges they’ll come across in
this new project.”

Marine Murder Mystery
/By Isabelle Sims/

Our Hamilton Forensics Class is currently learning how to examine and analyze bullets as forensic evidence. Detective Jackson Stuckey is taking notes and
sketches in case of any possible shootings as well as studying specific gun models and
bullet trajectory angles. He plans to do whatever he can to protect the school in case
of a serious incident. Detective Stuckey will also be occasionally assisted by Jersey
Ramos throughout the rest of the school year.

Mr Iddings says, “The second semester of Forensics has finished up background knowledge. Next Friday (February 19) will mark the opening scene for this semester's mystery. This incident will involve a MOCK school shooting situation - NOT, NOT, NOT real.
All students should be aware that there may be an alert next Friday, Feb 19th, and shouldn't be surprised if they are questioned for general or specific background knowledge.”
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Media Review
“OK Human,” by Weezer
/By Aiden McMullen/

The Monitor is happy to
introduce our newest column
where Aiden McMullen will give
readers his opinion on the latest
songs, albums, and movies.
As none of you may already
know, the power pop band Weezer has just released their
14th studio album, OK Human.
Their newest album, although it
can’t compete with The Blue album or The White Album, is a fairly
competent album with some of the best tracks of 2021 (so far).
I prefer the more rock-like sounds of Pinkerton and the blue
album, but I can’t ignore that All My Favorite Songs and Aloo Gobi are
real bangers. The other songs are also pretty good. Those of you that
know your music might realize that the name of the album’s title is a
parody of Ok Computer (a legendary album by Radiohead). Can Ok Human stack up to the legacy of Ok Computer? In short, no, but it can
stand on its own. Overall it is a solid album with several great songs.
7/10
If you end up enjoying this album I encourage you to check out
some of Weezer’s other music, if you're more into the rock side of
things I recommend The Blue Album and The White Album, and if you
prefer the ballad style showcased in this album I recommend Everything Will be Alright in the End.

Scan this code on Spotify to listen to “OK Human”

“I think Cupid is single- it’s all about the
pursuit…” -Mrs.McConnell

Hall Pass
Do you think Cupid is married?
/By Caylie Kaiser/

“Cupid is single
because it would
be too easy to get
a wife. He could
shoot random people, which wouldn’t be fair.”
-Konstantin
Tasiounis

“Cupid gives what he
fears: love.”
-Ava Leslie

“Single, ‘cause true love comes within
yourself and for yourself”
-Deagon Gersbacher

“Cupid is single
because he causes
the people around
him to fall in love.
If he wasn’t single,
it would interfere
with his job.”
- Shelby Brames

Other Summer League Dates
April 10 Park Cleanup (April 17th rain date )
April 24 Spring Fling (May1 rain date)

Thank you to the Hamilton Summer
League for their generous support of
the Marine Monitor
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